Hatching Dinosaur egg: Triceratops

Back

Cut out this egg shape then glue along the sides (see arrows) so you can stick on your front pocket. Make sure that you leave an opening at the top and bottom of the pocket so that your baby dino can pop out!

Front pocket

This is your front pocket to hold your baby dinosaur. Cut out then stick onto the back egg.

What you need...

- Card to print craft onto (2 pages) - could print onto paper then stick onto card (e.g. cereal box) to stiffen
- Baby Triceratops (on second page)
- Lolly stick (could use a pencil)
- Glue
- Scissors
- Sticky tape
- Colouring materials
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Hatching Triceratops

Triceratops means ‘three horned face’. This mighty plant eater used its birdlike beak to clip off plants to munch on.

How to make...

- Colour in Triceratops and cut out.
- Attach a lolly stick to the back using sticky tape.
- Slot your dino into the egg’s front pocket.
- Move the lolly stick up and down to make your dino pop out of the egg!
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